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Dear Friends, 

 

One of our senior, celebrity former executive of our bank responded as follows as a response to my 

message on the ASSOCHAM and CRISIL demand of increasing the Provisioning. 

 

Manimaran G V  

 

 

Good evening manimaranji, saw your wonderful information about ASSHCOM & CRISIL. They 

play dirty. I have a suggestion, please look into whether it's appropriate?? That is: 

 

Since raw material for the bank is public deposit, can depositor forum or depositors move a PIL in 

Supreme Court to protect their interest. If any Bank gets into liquidation problem, what is the 

depositors protection. I don't think just because it's a nationalised bank their deposit is legally 

protected. 

 

Can they not intervene. If it's a chit fund/NBFC, why even non schedule bank, depositors can move 

legally, say like recent incident of Amaranth Co-Op bank and seek for attachments of assets of 

lenders as well their agents/ customers in loan defaulters. 

 

So far, I have not seen or heard any noise made by depositors or their forum.  

 

I hope I have not traversed any way which could be construded as inappropriate of a banker to 

suggest like this. I thought, to counter ASSHCOM another powerful body like Bank Depositors 

Forum will  bring such oranisation/agency to some senses. 
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